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envisioned as the contemporary evolution from traditional outsourcing service models.
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1

Introduction

There is a growing interest on platform thinking [1, 2], which has resulted in a cumulative knowledge on platform ecosystems and their governance [3–5]. However, there
are fewer attempts to investigate the companies that are not dominant players [6–8], but
need to integrate to various infrastructures and platforms to sustain or extend their business capabilities [9]. These non-focal firms, from the viewpoint of platforms, are platform-utilizing businesses that do not develop platform capability extensions, have no
influence on the platform whatsoever, but depend massively on it.
Our research focus departs from the majority of contemporary platform ecosystems
research in two aspects. First, we position non-focal actors – subordinate ecosystem
participants that are not in the position of power and control to influence the changes
in the ecosystem, at the center of our attention. Second, we are interested in integrations
with external platforms – when the core offering of the platform is shared and utilized
by a number of heterogeneous actors to build services that extend not the functionality
of the platform, but their own capability. For example, the travel management industry
has platforms that are jointly established by one or many large organizations and then
opened to other businesses of any size. Various infrastructures and platforms are constantly evolving, proliferating and becoming more integrated [10]. Blockchain and Internet-Of-Things will bring integrated platforms that force firms to utilize them without
any control of the platforms. As platforms grow bigger and form monopolies, smaller
firms are constrained to interact with big players. As scholars [11, 12] put it, the management of an enterprise-wide digital infrastructure is quite impossible to do isolated
from wider platform ecosystems. For example a company using Google services will
be somewhat dependent on how the Google platform ecosystem evolves. This can be
explained as an indirect or cross-side network effect [13], i.e., the more users the platform has, the more valuable it is for platform-utilizing firms. Once firms integrate into
a platform ecosystem, they become dependent on the decisions of the platform owner,
which is similar to vendor lock-in.
Success of many businesses in the future is dependent on their ability to leverage the
power of innovations coming for the outside, which are often global, remote and dynamic. A new breed of outsourcing– the external platform dependency can emerge as
a monopoly-like industry platform, integration with which is critical to the thriving of
a non-focal actor. An example of public API program shutdown at Netflix shows high
volatility of the platform and its boundary resources. The significance of dependencies
to external platforms is not yet well understood from the viewpoint of platform users.
We address this gap by analyzing how practitioners give meaning to their integrations
with external platforms. The objective of our study was to understand how practitioners
understand external platforms utilized in their firms. The meanings and definitions of
external platforms among stakeholders within and across organizations are interpreted
into higher level conceptualizations. Grounded Theory with no a priori hypotheses was
used as the inductive research method.

2

Background

2.1

Platforms

The notion “platform” is relative to its design, utility and the environment of its use,
which could often cause confusion. There are a number of studies on platforms evolution [14, 15] their governance [16], the leadership [17] of big players like Google [18],
Amazon [19], Apple [20] and organizational decisions to adopt platform strategies [21].
We adopt the definition of Parker &Van Alstyne [13] and define a digital platform
“as the components used in common across a product family whose functionality can
be extended by applications and is subject to network effects” [7, 22]. Gawer & Cusumano [2] categorize platforms in two predominant types: internal or company‐specific
platforms, and external or industry‐wide platforms. The authors define external platforms as “products, services, or technologies developed by one or more firms, and
which serve as foundations upon which a larger number of firms can build further complementaries”. Throughout the manuscript we imply the aforementioned definition,
however, narrowing the focus in two critical areas and discussing about so-called
shared external platforms. First, the extant literature tends to focus on challenges of
platform leaders and their competitors. In this study, we investigate external platforms
from the other end i.e., the perspective of non-focal actors. Non-focal actors are ecosystem participants that do not have any control over the offering of an external platform. The second aspect is in the context of platform utilization. Unlike Gawer & Cusumano [2], that discuss about industry platforms as a base for complementary products
development for the platform e.g., solution extensions built on top of SAP platform that
can be sold to third parties, we look at non-focal firms that utilize industry platforms
for their own needs. An example case is a popular messenger application WeChat,
China’s App for everything, which operates as a platform for providers of payments,
bookings management, transport and other services. There the third-party developers
of the platform consciously choose to be non-focal, but their initial business intention
is to develop complementary products primarily for their own business.
Double-sided markets where the role of the platform is purely to facilitate exchange
or trade, without the possibility for other players to innovate on complementary markets, seem to belong to the supply-chain category. Innovation moves of non-focal actors
may be opportunistic at times, due to the need to act fast to tap into new capabilities.
Thus, dependencies and long-term consequences created from integrations into platforms are not always fully anticipated. As the relationships between non-focal businesses and platform orchestrators (i.e. owners) can be characterized as asymmetric [23],
non-focals are forced to continuously accommodate quick adjustments to changes introduced by platform owners [24]. When the number of reasonable platform choices in
the market falls to one or only a few, then that only reasonable choice become the de
facto standard, also known as its dominant design [25]. While many scholars study how
the dominant design emerges and platforms become industry leaders, in our research
we wish to draw attention to the need for the knowledge on how “ordinary” firms interact with them.

2.2

Integrations

The motivation for our work is in line with the problem described by Rolland et al. [11].
They discuss a similar problem in the management of external industry platforms as
part of a user organization’s (non-focal) digital infrastructure and work processes. The
authors suggest that while the studies on platforms utilization from the non-focal perspective are not so prevalent, yet, organizations are increasingly adopting digital platforms, “such as Google’s G Suite and Microsoft’s SharePoint, as central components
of their digital infrastructures to support work processes and innovation efforts” [11].
Organizations can integrate with an external platform to sustain their business when the
market is disrupted or to extend their offering by combining various resources. These
resources can be attributed to some valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable
[26], resources (data), unique competences (knowledge), services (methods and algorithms) and people (customer base). Using the service composability principle software
companies might consciously or by chance become dependent on platforms using
which they build their innovations.
Semantically, the choice between the concepts of “integrating with” and “integrating
into” depend on how equal the two things being integrated are. From perspective of
platform owner, all heterogeneous ecosystem participants become part of the ecosystem
i.e., integrating the smaller ones into the platform ecosystem. Although non focal ecosystem participants understand their obedient position, zooming in into their innovation
habitat, the platform is only one component of their business landscape. When the external platform becomes the infrastructure of the firm, consequently, it might become
virtually impossible to substitute or eliminate the integration. Cusumano [27] provides
a good illustrative example of actors’ integrations with platform ecosystems: real estate
agencies or retail shops that build applications that incorporate Google Maps and, therefore, tie their applications to Google’s platform. When firms plan to integrate into a
global, multinational and remote platform, their relationships can hardly be called a
partnership. Agreements and terms of service may include some standard performance
metrics like service availability and response time, but rarely assure responsibility, continuity and business decisions-driven changes. Success of non-focal firms is dependent
on their abilities to leverage the platform offering and their organizational response
strategies. Managing external platforms while organizations are increasingly adopting
them as part of their infrastructures is a costly and highly uncertain process [11]. As
supported by Rolland et al. [11], the research from non-focal viewpoint is almost nonexistent, yet, it has a high potential of gathering important insights for research and
practice.

3

Methods

It is important to state that our study commenced with a different research question than
we are reporting in this manuscript. Initially, we wanted to investigate how the utilization of external platforms can be explained. We then proceeded with data collection as
explained in the paragraph below. During the data collection and analysis we recognized the emerging phenomena – divergent understanding among interviewees. Thus,

the findings we report in this manuscript answer the following research question: How
do practitioners understand external platforms utilized in their firms? In order to explore
the understanding of practitioners on external platforms, we used the Grounded Theory
method [28]. We chose this qualitative theory-forming method as the area of interest is
complex and the perspective is unexplored. An interpretive research methodology also
allows to investigate a phenomenon within its real-life context.
We arranged meetings with interviewees for data collection, formulated initial research objectives and interview themes. We chose an exploratory focus with no specific
theory in mind. Most of the interviews were conducted together by the first two authors.
While the data analysis and coding were done primarily by the first author, a number
of discussions on theoretical concepts elicitation were held together with all authors.
We had discussions with 24 industry experts from 8 organizations, see Table 1.
Table 1. Interviewees
ID
A1

Industry
Telecom

Position
Head of Enterprise Architecture

A2

Telecom

Director, Corporate Solutions

A3

Telecom

Development Manager, Corporate solutions

A4

Telecom

Chief Digital Officer

A5

Telecom

Manager, Data services

A6

Telecom

Development Manager

A7

Telecom

Head of Online Performance

A8

Telecom

Vice President, Broadband and Entertainment Business

A9

Finance

Head of Point of Sale , Service Engineering

A10

Finance

Head of Quality Assurance, Merchant Services

A11

Finance

SVP Digital Innovation

A12

Finance

Senior Manager, Digital Practices

A13

Ministry

Development Manager

A14

Ministry

Main Architect

A15

Ministry

Service Manager

A16

ISV

Development Manager

A17

Research

Main Architect

A18

Research

Architect

A19

Research

IT Services Manager

A20

ISV1

CEO

A21

ISV2

CEO

A22

ISV2

CTO

A23

Municipality

Project Manager, Head of e-services Program

A24

Municipality

Main Architect

The organizations vary by sectors: telecommunications, finance, software development, research, municipalities and ministries. The company sizes vary from 10 to 40000
employees operating mostly in Finland and the Nordics. The selection of companies
was based on convenience sampling.
3.1

Data Collection and Analysis

We planned the interviews as semi-structured, more in the form of a discussion. We
used the interview instrument as a guide to discuss the topics such as “external platform
utilization examples in the company”, “reasons for the integration with this platform”,
“problems and benefits of this integration”. The interviews were conducted during the
period of 6 months and lasted between 35 minutes and 95 minutes. The interviews followed the funnel model principle [29] – from open to more specific questions. Each
interview began by asking general questions regarding the position of the interviewees,
their background, experience and the projects they are managing, and then, proceeding
to the questions on external platforms identification. The list of interviewees with their
corresponding organization and positions is provided in Table 1. The interviews were
conducted face-to-face at company facilities, except one video-conference call with
A11 and A22.
We analyzed the gathered data with a qualitative data coding and analysis tool, Atlas.ti. The first step of Grounded Theory [28] was open coding, where we went line-byline in each of 24 interviews and labelled the pieces of information. For example, we
coded the quote “but we have almost all of the platforms somehow in-house” – as attributing the external platform to its physical location outside the premises of the company. We extracted quotes from all transcriptions that we believed were relevant regarding the research topic such as the names of the platforms that interviewees identified as external platforms. The next step was axial coding, where we systematically
browsed through the open codes to find the relations between them, merged or disaggregated relevant concepts.
Table 2 presents the examples of what the interviewees identified as “external platform” – open coding data (column 2), labelled with the corresponding axial coding
indicative concept (column 3) e.g., physical location, lack of customization, outsourced
solution. Our goal was to let the understanding of the phenomenon emerge from the
interviews. Finally, in selective coding [30] we selected and described the central phenomenon, “external platforms interpretations” in the light of core categories. The goal
was to integrate and refine the degree to which a concept varies in its dimensions. Excerpts in Table 2 are provided as illustrative examples. By merging and recombining
the labels from the third column we discuss higher level conceptualizations below.

Table 2. Representative excerpts from interviews are presented in column 2. Axial codes in the
column 3 are based on the corresponding interpretations and explanations of the interviewees.
ID
A1

A2
A3

A4
A5

A6

A7

A8

A9

A10

A11

External platforms identified examples External platform is primarily a/an
Architect
“We have almost all of the platforms Instance physically running
somehow in-house”,“SalesForce would externally
be that kind of [external] platform”
Instance from big vendors
Director, Corpo- “You can name any brand and most Instance from big vendors
rate Solutions
likely we have it”
Development
Google Azure
Instance for service develManager, Corpoopment, Instance from big
rate solutions
vendors
Chief Digital Of- SAP CRM solution
Instance from big vendors
ficer
Manager, Data “Our BSS solutions, is more or less like Instance for service devela cloud service, but more like a dedi- opment, instance that is not
services
cated cloud service of ours, and from under direct control
my point of view is not a real cloud service”
Development
“Because when you have this kind of The only choice platform
Manager
monopoly as [name] have had, the
problem is that there is no driving force
to develop it”
Head of Online “Whether that is explicitly external, or, Black box service
a service that we buy from a company
Performance
and we integrate into , there is, tons of,
different types of providers that we use
for, say, uh, order handling, billing systems”
VP, Broadband Content Delivery Platforms
Instance from big vendors
and
Entertainment Business
Head of Point of ECR machines, ERP systems, Master- Instance that is not develSale, Service En- Card, Visa, hardware i.e. payment ter- oped/maintained by them,
minals
gineering
IT outsourcing, Instance
from big vendors
Head of Quality AWS Real-Time Analytics
Black box service
Assurance, Merchant Services
SVP Digital In- “But we are not using any AWS, not Instance for service develnovation
Google for production services or other opment
kind of open platform trends. I think
there is a fair question if we want to extend something on top of something,

Position

A12
A13
A14

A15

why should we do that. How much
value can that bring us?”
Senior Manager, “That is not really a platform but a serDigital Practices vice out of the platform”
Development
“What is the role of Facebook in govManager
ernmental organizations?”
Main Architect
“Security issues, so we do not really
buy that as a service or rely on external
service providers”
Service Manager SAP

A16

Development
Manager

A17

Main Architect

A18

Architect

A19
A20

IT Services Man- Capability level platforms
ager
CEO
Google Transit

A21

CEO

MailChimp, Trello, Office 360

A22

CTO

eID platform

A23

Project Manager, eID platform
Head of e-services Program
Main Architect
“There is always some learning to do,
and some problems usually arise. Suddenly you find that there's some integrations to make and some systems to upgrade, they don't support certain protocols”

A24

4

“Something like that or, or whatever
product that is, that is they are using via
web”
Microsoft, Google, HR platforms, billing, invoicing services
Billing platform

Instance from big vendors
Not under direct control
Instance that is not developed by them, Instance
from big vendors
Instance from big vendors
Instance physically running
externally
Instance from big vendors,
Instance physically running
externally,
Receiving as a service, IT
outsourcing
That is not developed and
maintained by them
Instance that is not under
direct control
The only choice platform
The only choice platform,
Instance from big vendors
Instance with a limited customization

Findings

One of the first striking observations we noticed was that almost each interviewee gave
different examples of what they considered to be external platforms. Even the respondents from the same organization suggested different cases: A17 discussed about the
services from Google, Microsoft and Dropbox; A18 considered their Platform as a Service (PaaS) for billing as the most suitable case, whereas A19 managed to interpret the
external platform phenomenon immediately. Table 2 demonstrates example excerpts.
The differentiation between dedicated *aaS models (i.e., a collective term that refers to

the delivery of a centrally hosted service over a network and on a subscription basis)
and external platforms was particularly challenging for business-unit professionals. Obviously, the difficulties in distinguishing the specifics of deployment and service models may have been due to incomplete technical expertise; yet, most of the interviewees
have had managing and executive positions in organizations that operate in technology
industry.
Table 3. Mapping of axial codes to selective coding categories
ID

Axial coding

Selective coding categories

A1
A2
A3

Instance physically running externally
Instance from big vendors
Instance for service development, Instance
from big vendors
Instance from big vendors
Instance for service development, instance
that is not under direct control
The only choice platform

Externally deployed
Externally developed, deployed
Externally developed, deployed

A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20
A21
A22
A23
A24

Black box service
Instance from big vendors
Instance that is not developed/maintained
by them, IT outsourcing
Black box service
Instance for service development
Instance from big vendors
Not under direct control
Instance that is not developed by them, Instance from big vendors
Instance from big vendors
Instance physically running externally
Instance from big vendors
Instance physically running externally,
Receiving as a service, IT outsourcing
That is not developed and maintained by
them
Instance that is not under direct control
The only choice platform
The only choice platform, Instance from
big vendors
Instance with a limited customization

Externally developed, deployed
Externally developed, managed, deployed
Externally {managed + developed +
deployed} + shared use
Externally managed
Externally developed, deployed
Externally developed; managed, deployed
Externally managed
Externally deployed, developed
Externally developed, deployed
Externally managed, deployed
Externally developed, deployed, managed
Externally developed, deployed
Externally deployed
Externally developed, deployed
Externally deployed
Externally managed, deployed
Externally developed, managed
Externally managed, developed
Externally {managed + developed +
deployed} + shared use
Externally {managed + developed +
deployed} + shared use
Externally {managed + developed +
deployed} + shared use

An example excerpt below suggests that external platforms are seen as something the
organization did not develop, i.e., software products from various vendors. In contrast,
tech-savvy professionals could clearly recognize the distinctions of external platforms
and the types of dependencies to them.
A2: “Do you know how many external platforms we have? We do not develop anything
ourselves.”
Another response below is from an informed interviewee critically reflecting on the
differences between dedicated instances of external platforms (Salesforce, SaaS) and a
shared external platform (eBay for merchants).
A5: “our BSS solutions, is more or less like a cloud service, but more like a dedicated
cloud service for us [Telco], and from my point of view it is not a real cloud service
[external].”
To summarize, we identified four categories of disparate interpretations on external
platforms. Table 3 presents the mapping of axial coding to selective coding categories
and in the section below we explain each category (i.e., dimension) of practitioners
understanding on external platforms.
4.1

Different Dimensions of External Platforms

Externally Deployed. The most common understanding of external platform is the
physical deployment of the underlying physical infrastructure where the platform is
hosted. A platform was understood to be external when it is not running in house, but
outside of the organization’s premises.
A1: “… the definition what is the external platform or ecosystem and so on, but we
have almost all of the platforms somehow in-house. We have to keep them in-house, we
have our own datacenters, and we would like to keep those platforms in our own datacenters as well. So lots of stuff is happening in our own datacenters.”
Hence, most interviewees assumed any service from the cloud, i.e., with network
access, to be external. In a way, it is a valid statement, but in our interviews we explained that *aaS service model may imply a dedicated instance for each user organization, where there is a limited, but some control over the instance. For example, organizations may utilize several cloud service platforms that are remote by definition,
but there is a degree of control over the dedicated instance that the utilizing company
has. This category reflects one of the characteristics of the cloud computing deployments models – availability over the network and accessing the resources remotely via
the Internet.
Externally Developed. The clear majority of practitioners associated any software system with the origin of predominantly big vendors e.g., SAP, Salesforce, Oracle, SAS,
as external platform by default.

A2: “You can almost name whatever brand we probably use it somehow. Because of
our large portfolio.”
The above is an example-reply when the interviewee was asked about the cases of
external platforms used in the organization. Partially, the confusion might have been
caused by commercial offer descriptions where the terms may be misused for marketing
purposes.
A12: “I really don’t think we are using any platforms currently. The thing is every
software would like to call itself a software platform. So naturally, if you were using
Oracle Database, Oracle would call it a platform. We are using Oracle, but we are
using the database. For security reasons we are running all of our product lines all by
ourselves.”
Such concepts misuse may lead to ambiguous understanding among vendors, their
customers and management what the offering really is [31].
A17: “Another problem, our support is confronted basically every three month when
users call and ask how to use the functionality … a new feature in the [platform]. That
is setting a dramatic user support problem for user organization. Microsoft is glad to
sell us a service ... It is not cheap, 80 000 euros per year for a subscription, to be
notified about new features they are about to release.”
Externally Managed. This category includes two subcategories which we integrate for
simplicity reasons. One abstraction the respondents affiliated with external service platforms were the black box services developed for the organization. Nowadays, organizations prefer to recruit individual developers or small supplier-companies to build and
maintain the systems for the organization to solve some specific problems. Interviewees
referred to them as something they do not want or/and need to know how it works.
Examples include billing, invoicing services and other business intelligence tools.
As a second abstraction is, interestingly, even when only the operation and maintenance of a service was outsourced to a subcontractor or partner firm, the service was
mentioned to be external too. Interviewees from medium-sized and large organizations
characterized their relations with service providers as “partnerships”, regardless the size
of partners, implying a horizontal relationship mind-set. When choosing vendors or
outsourcing partners they prefer to exploit existing network of partners. Respondents
justify these strategic preferences by the degree of the power they are able to impose
on long-term partners.
A4: “For us, the roadmap of a provider is important. Because of single point of failure
in a way, if it’s going to be Google for example, let’s just for fun say we use it. And if
everybody integrates to that, you now have to ask who owns the ecosystem? The one
who owns it that, owns the API, owns the ecosystem, they can do all the changes. If they
want to change the API, they can do it like this and everybody has to, you know, just
accept it or stay out of there.”

Externally {Deployed + Developed + Managed} + Shared. Lastly, interviewees
acknowledge the existence of some voluntary-compulsory dependencies to certain services provided by other firms. These can be legal enforcements or constraints imposed
by industry monopolies [32].
A17: “If we go outside of this scope: what you refer is our current subscription to Microsoft, Amazon and Google. Where we are in a passenger seat and we don’t know
where we are going. The challenge is that every 3 months there are new changes coming in, which are not necessarily compliant with Finnish laws.”
Other examples include public digital infrastructures such as X-Road [33], an open
source data exchange layer solution that enables organizations to exchange information
over the Internet. This metaphor reflects the notion of external platforms we introduce
in this article; i.e., the dependencies in business-critical operations that were not possible to avoid. In case of such integrations, all interviewees expressed their preference to
have a number of competing platforms than a full-fledged “one-stop shop” platform.
The categories we identified are not mutually-exclusive and disconnected. On the contrary, the first three categories emphasize different dimensions of a bigger concept of
external platforms.

5

Discussion

External platforms utilization, as well as cloud services adoption or systems maintenance outsourcing, can be seen as a means to manage the complexity [34]. Schneider
and Sunyaev [35] define a cloud-sourcing decision as “the decision of the organization
to adopt and integrate cloud services from external providers into their IT landscape,
that is, the customer organization’s assessment of cloud computing offerings from one
or more providers in any form of service model (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) or deployment
model (public, private, community, hybrid)”.
We commit to the view of IT outsourcing as a predecessor of cloud computing models and extend this continuum with external platforms. Based on their comparison of
Cloud Computing with IT outsourcing [35] we reuse the determinant factors (Table 3,
Column 1) to contrast Cloud Computing (Table 3, Column 2) and IT outsourcing (Table
3, Column 3) with external platforms. The categories from our findings descriptively
correspond to the cloud sourcing models presented in Table 3: externally developed
primarily (but not exclusively) refer to cloud computing models, externally managed to
IT outsourcing, and externally deployed to all. Inconsistencies in understanding may
represent idiosyncratic differences in the perceptions of interviewees and reflect the
contextual differences of priorities among key personnel e.g., top management and enterprise architects. The confusion may also be due to lack of comprehensive clarifications and taxonomies.

Table 4. External platforms as IT sourcing evolution, adapted and shortened from [35]. In italics are the essential categories from our analysis.

Decision

Primarily
externally
managed;
IT outsourcing in [35]
Vendor selection prior
to decision on degree of
outsourcing
Top management as decision maker

Primarily externally developed;
Cloud computing in [35]
Vendor selection bound
to product selection
SaaS by business department, IaaS/PaaS by IT
department

The platform is valuable,
rare, inimitable and nonsubstitutable enough to represent nearly the only reasonable choice
Top management as decision maker
Standardized
software Standardized,
dynamic
(SaaS) or cloud infra- platform offering with volstructure (IaaS/PaaS)
atile boundary resources
(APIs, SDK, contracts)

Asset speci- Custom-tailored
ITficity
services, may include
software development,
datacenter or desktop
maintenance, help desk
CustomizaIndividually negotiated At a minimum, some limbility
ited user-specific applicaconfigurations
tion configuration settings
User-to-sys- One-to-one relationship between user-organizatem utiliza- tions and individual system instance, i.e. each usertion cardinal- organization has exclusive access to its own inity
stance
Externally
Outside or in-premises Usually outside, broad
deployed
network access and dependence
Ownership
Varies with the type of Ownership of the data
outsourcing
stored in the system and
the rights to get it back
belongs usually to the
customer
Contractual
Usually long-term stra- Standardized terms of use
mode
tegic partnerships preferred

Substitutability or abandonment options [36]

Moderate to high number of alternatives
Outsourcing market is
well established with
numerous experienced
providers

Shared external platforms

Non-existent
configurational tuning capability at
any of OSI stack layers
many**one relationship,
i.e. all user-organizations
reuse the same platform instance
Outside

The platform, its derivatives and sometimes even
the associated data are
owned by the provider

Non-negotiable SLAs, strategic decisions on platform
development or service discontinuity, interfaces availability are made by provider
Moderate to high number Number of alternatives is
of alternatives
non-existent or extremely
Volatile and immature limited
market
Market in its nascent stage,
uncertain legal issues

Examples

5.1

Software development SaaS e.g. Salesforce,
subcontracting

CRM integration with Facebook, Google AdWords
in marketing business, Applications based on Distributed Ledger Technology

Implications

Diversified answers of interviewees point to divergent notions of external platform
among practitioners. Moreover, even traditional service models are confused with each
other. Our findings indicate the absence of agreement within community of practitioners on various criteria of systems utilized in their organizational operations. The ambiguity is, perhaps, amplified because of difficulties to define what the platform is. The
same level of comprehension on the phenomenon of integrations and dependencies with
external platforms is crucial in conversations between architects, IT and business unit
professionals. Improper differentiation can potentially lead to inaccurate communication of problems and opportunities, their evaluation and cause misleading judgments.
One can argue that the dependency to external platforms are rare, because organizations
hesitate to outsource business-critical resources or functions [31]. Obviously, no business will take the risk of putting its business-critical applications in the cloud without a
very strong assurance of access to those applications and associated data. However, the
utilization of intangible resources e.g., technological or managerial knowledge [37] or
tangible IT resources i.e., software, data [38] coming from the outside is more common.
As scholars note [39, 40], innovation shifts do not “happen teleologically, but rather
though gradual and locally emergent evolutions”. Cost advantages, flexibility and competitive advantages made IT sourcing, as one of the main strategic decision concepts in
modern businesses [35]. In our work, we denote the integrations with external industry
platforms as a contemporary emerging service model.
Dynamic capabilities of a firm can be defined as the ways to manipulate resource
configurations to gain a competitive advantage [41]. They include strategic decision
making, alliancing, and product and service innovation. There are studies on the relation of cloud computing solutions adoption into the internal IT capabilities of the company, and the results call for more research to confirm whether the lack of internal IT
capabilities as a driver for SaaS adoption and inhibitor for IaaS/PaaS [35]. Benlian [42]
provides evidence on the differences regarding the perceived relative performance of
different delivery models among IS managers of SMEs compared to large enterprises
[31, 35]. Examples of integrations with shared external platforms seemed to be rarer in
larger organizations we interviewed. The mental model of managers in incumbent and
large companies may be seen as trying to avoid dependencies they cannot control, preserve power integrity and gain more power and secure their position by carefully establishing alliance partner relationships. Exceptional cases are when established companies allow the use of external platforms for non-critical activities or as complementary
solutions. For example, the use of social media platforms for boarding tickets distribution by airline companies where e.g. Facebook’s Messenger is only one option among
other distribution channels (e.g. email, sms).

Our findings may also be a starting point for further theorizing on external platform
adoption tendency. Organizations in nascent highly-dynamic markets often follow entrepreneurial modes of behavior strategies [43], i.e., they are fast decision makers, open
to experimenting and value newly acquired knowledge. Studies on cloud computing
adoption find that “smaller and medium-sized firms are generally more prone to adopt
on-demand outsourcing options for obtaining fast access to valuable IT resources and
capabilities” [31, 42]. It is possible that such firms are more pragmatic in leveraging
innovations coming from the outside. Small and young firms may understand that they
are undisguised to innovation threats from tech giants as they do not possess required
capabilities and resources. Such organizations, therefore, can be seen unprejudiced
about their power and control disadvantage and, consequently, fast in adopting innovations from global providers. Due to the lack of resources and power they make decisions
based on facts and features and what actually the platform capability is. On the other
hand, incumbent organizations that operate in moderately-dynamic markets with stable
industry structures, tend to follow linear and incremental changes. These organizations
usually value and try to leverage existing, cumulative knowledge, and therefore they
follow risk mitigation practices [41] to avoid integrations they cannot fully control.
These propositions, however, need to be investigated in future research with a larger
sample.
5.2

Limitations and Future Research

As with any qualitative inquiry, our study has three potential validity threats. We follow
the validity dimensions of Maxwell [44] in qualitative research. First, descriptive validity threat is eliminated by recording and transcribing each interview in true verbatim,
to ensure the factual accuracy of the data. As qualitative researchers are not interested
in solely describing the reality, but concerned what the phenomenon under study mean,
there is an interpretative validity threat. Although there is no “in principle access to data
that would unequivocally address this threat to validity”, we attempted to construct our
findings closely grounded in the language used by interviewees, their own words and
concepts [44]. We used mostly open-ended questions to allow respondents to elaborate
on answers and avoided using leading questions to get a desired response. In fact, we
view non-consistent interpretations among respondents as findings. The next validity
threat is theoretical, which is not concerned with factual accuracy and consensus, but
rather with the legitimacy of the applications of the concepts to the phenomena and the
validity of causal relationships among them. Here, the choice of Grounded Theory with
no a priori theory in mind and its continuous interplay of data collection and analysis
along with incremental open, axial and selective coding procedure spanning for several
months has proved its usefulness. This ensured that the constructs identifications and
their application to the data are not biased and the patterns identified were (as much as
possible) theoretically saturated and different types of relations between concepts are
identified. Next, as with any other qualitative study we cannot claim the internal or
external generalizability of the findings as such, but rather their analytical transferabil-

ity ex-tended to other cases. Moreover, the generalization in qualitative research implies that the phenomenon identified should be also identified in other settings and
cases, but, perhaps, with different results i.e., new interpretations on external platforms.
An important future research agenda can be to identify the emergent conditions of
external platforms-based dependencies; empirically-valid risks mitigation practices
along with benefits realization would form a fundamental understanding of the phenomenon. Another important research direction can be the role of APIs as boundary
resources between non-focal actors and platforms, including API ecosystems evolution
and what it means for different industries and enterprise strategies [45]. The state of the
practice indicates that the external dependencies among more established organizations
are at its nascent stage – firms have mostly *aaS types of relations and only few external
platforms. Part of the difficulty in distinguishing these approaches is that they often
coincide in practice and are neglected in theory. Proper visualization and modelling of
enterprise information and IS architecture could improve the practice. Nowadays, organizations seem to be much consumed and involved in transforming their own products into platforms i.e., “platformization”, so that the external dependencies might be
neglected, which could lead to twisted strategic maneuvers, or missed opportunities.

6

Conclusions

From our interviews with 24 practitioners we found that practitioners across units and
sectors perceive the notion of external industry platforms differently, confusing them
within service and deployment models. External platforms, from the understanding of
practitioners, may primarily refer to the ones which are externally deployed, developed,
managed. A combination of three attributes together with a multiple simultaneous use
of the platform refers to shared external platform-based dependence, i.e., monopolylike platforms. We also anticipate that integrations with external platforms could be
more common among entrepreneurial firms in nascent markets and that established organizations are less open to have such dependencies and give up the control. However,
this proposition needs to be investigated and developed further in future research.
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